Prescription drug promotion to health care professionals is prevalent, with billions of dollars spent on it yearly. 1 Exposure to this promotion has been correlated with physicians' increased prescribing frequency. 2 Some studies have found an association with lower prescribing quality, but that is not a consistent finding. 2 At the same time, several studies indicate that the way clinical trial results are reported can influence physicians, including their intent to prescribe. [3] [4] [5] [6] This may be a function of physicians' knowledge about clinical trial design or their experience with and skill in interpreting statistics. Surveys have found that physicians believe knowledge of biostatistics is important, but they have less knowledge than is needed to understand all clinical trial results. [7] [8] Rather, they tend to rely on informational framing in making prescribing decisions. For example, physicians tend to be more likely to prescribe a drug when results are framed as relative risk reduction instead of absolute risk reduction. 6 Further, little is known about physicians' actual reactions to and evaluations of clinical trial data presented in professional prescription drug promotion. To this end, we conducted in-depth interviews with physicians to examine their understanding of clinical trial data, as presented in prescription drug promotional materials.
Methods
This study was approved by the Food and Drug Administration's Institutional Review Board. We conducted 60-minute interviews with 72 practicing physicians across the United States via telephone and computer. Participants were recruited through Doctor Directory, a former public-use search engine that connected researchers to health care providers who have opted in for potential studies. The final sample included primary care physicians (n ϭ 50) and endocrinologists (n ϭ 22) who wrote at least 50 prescriptions per week, allowing the sample to reach data saturation for reliable inferences. 9 We chose to include both primary care physicians and endocrinologists in the study to allow for potential comparisons based on the drug promotional materials chosen as study stimuli.
We used quotas to ensure geographic diversity and to reflect the American Medical Association's demographics (see Table 1 for final participant demographics). Remote interviews were conducted via telephone and web platform to facilitate stimuli sharing by a trained moderator skilled in leading semistructured discussions. Physicians were asked about their experience with and understanding of clinical trial data, as well as about any training they may have received in biostatistics and interpreting clinical trial data.
Following the initial background discussion, physicians viewed promotional materials for a prescription drug indicated for weight loss and another indicated for glycemic control in adults with diabetes mellitus and answered follow-up questions. The stimuli were promotional materials for actual prescription drugs (a slide deck and a sales aid). Due to time limitations, the stimuli were abbreviated. Content provided included the indication, common adverse reactions, contraindications, precautions and warnings, and clinical trial data. Exposure order was randomized, so that the participant only saw one stimulus set initially. With the first set, each participant was instructed to read the material as he or she normally would to evaluate the information. The moderator discussed the first set with each participant and asked specific questions. With the second set, the moderator focused on specific questions only. The materials contained clinical trial data concepts such as noninferiority and rerandomization. Four researchers coded interview transcripts into an organizational scheme for emergent themes by using NVivo (⌲s ϭ 0.83-0.90). Following organizational coding, specific terminology responses were extracted for further coding on comprehension, and 2 coders categorized responses as accurate, inaccurate, or did not know (⌲ ϭ 0.70; refer to Table 2 ).
Results
In the background discussion, the majority of participants reported frequent exposure to clinical trial data via journals, publications, and promotional materials. In terms of training on clinical trial data, some participants reported receiving formal training during graduate school, medical school, residency, or fellowship. Others mentioned informal on-the-job training such as reading peer-reviewed journal articles. Most participants reported taking a statistics class that covered biostatistics involving clinical trial data during medical or graduate school. Although a few participants specified that their statistics classes covered the "basics" of interpreting clinical trial data, the majority of participants did not remember specific learnings.
Most participants reported being somewhat to fairly comfortable interpreting and applying clinical trial results; however, when participants were presented with the promotional stimuli, their responses indicated low to moderate knowledge of clinical trial data concepts. For 6 of the 9 terms within the stimuli examined, less than one-quarter of participants provided an accurate description (Table 2) . Instead, a high percentage of participants said they did not know or provided responses that were not accurate (Table 2) . Comparatively, greater understanding was associated with the terms randomized controlled trial, noninferiority, and rerandomization. More than half of the participants were unable to provide a response for the terms adjusted mean, per-protocol analysis, modified intent to treat, and last observation carried forward.
When asked what they typically do when encountering an unfamiliar concept or term while reading Numbers and percentages may not add to total N or 100% due to skip patterns, rounding, and missing values. Missing values occurred due to qualitative nature of study as moderator skipped questions due to time. Endo, endocrinologist; PCP, primary care physician drug promotional materials, some participants reported that they often do not take further action, largely due to lack of time. A theme that emerged throughout the discussion was the reliability of the source when being presented with clinical trial data. Overall, participants expressed skepticism about the information in drug promotional materials, preferring to refer to online sources, published studies, regulatory authorities, and colleagues to find more objective and trustworthy information. Moreover, several participants indicated a level of distrust of statistics in stark contrast to substantial trust in colleagues' personal experiences, knowledge, and opinions when interpreting clinical trial data and evaluating unfamiliar pharmaceutical products. They further indicated consideration of a host of external factors when making prescription decisions, such as past experience, cost and insurance, patient-centered considerations (eg, pre-existing conditions, likely compliance), and safety.
Discussion
Overall, physicians demonstrated low to moderate knowledge when probed on specific clinical trial terms found in prescription drug promotional materials, despite prior exposure to clinical trial data from promotional materials and other publications, medical training inclusive of various statistics courses, and a general reported comfort in interpreting and applying clinical trial data. Throughout the interviews, an important theme emerged: physicians tend to put less trust in promotional materials than other sources of information. Further, physicians tend to distrust statistics presented in promotional materials. These findings are curiously juxtaposed with the level of exposure physicians have to such materials and these materials' relationship with prescribing decisions documented in prior research. 2 There are limitations due to the nature of the study. First, participants did not interact with the materials as they naturally would (eg, as part of a presentation), and they were primed, given that this was an interview, to expect follow-up questions. Thus, they may have examined the materials more thoroughly or looked at parts they would ordinarily ignore to respond to the moderator's probes. They were also asked to evaluate the information outside of the context of a specific patient. Second, our qualitative data are neither representative of nor generalizable to the primary care or endocrinologist population in the United States. Although the results are not statistically generalizable, we recruited a diverse sample of participants, and the total sample size was adequate to reach a point of data saturation. 9 Finally, we could not test in this exploratory study whether low knowledge of clinical trial data terminology relates to the quality of treatment decisions or reliance on other sources of information.
This study adds to the literature that suggests physicians often have difficulty understanding clinical trial information. 6 Instead of giving physicians a knowledge test, however, we asked them to interpret and react to clinical trial data presentations from actual promotional materials. Our findings underscore a need for further exploration of physicians' exposure to clinical trial data in prescription drug promotional materials and its relationship with attitudes and decision making. 
